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The area of interest that I have is that I inquired was cultural diversity because I 

really have a great interest in culture because learning cultures of the world 

would be very great. Actually this exhibition didn’t really reach my expectation 

because I only have a little time to continue my work (it was only around seven 

weeks). 

 I worked with Samantha and Michael PC, I organized myself by trying to 

finish the work which was the easiest for me first so that I could finish my work 

more faster and still could spare some time to work other home work and I tried 

my very best to cooperate with my group because by that I could have good 

results. 

 The steps that I used was the inquiry stages, I tried to investigate my topic 

by finding as many information that I could so that the result of my research 

finding could really be useful to me. I investigate some information by going to 

some places, did some outings or invited some guest speakers and also we went 

to some cultural places and also some places that have some responsibility 

towards cultural diversity, for the last outing we invited some schools by visiting 

the schools that have already confirmed to join the mini conference. 

 The inquiry stage which I like and I think I has a big influence on me was 

the taking action stage because in the tacking action stage, we held a 

children’s mini conference on diversity and conflict resolution. We did this mini 

conference because we want to know if different people could be friends with 

other people, let them change their stereotype about others and also resolved 

conflict. In this mini conference all students was requested to do the hand 

printing to proof that they already agree to join this mini conference. 

The important ideas that I have learnt is that everybody is different and we need 

to appreciate other differences and also accept it because diversity is a part of 

the human life, this is very important because diversity could create conflicts like 

the Israelites and Palestine. My stereotype actually has changed because I 

usually think black people were very rude but now, I think that they must been in 

trouble or have some conflicts. I think that my inquiry is very important because 

every human need to accept diversity as a part of their life. 

 Our choices about diversity could make the community better because 

we could be a good example by helping others people ad also teach them 

and remind them that diversity is important to our live. 
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 As I said about the taking action stage, the mini conference was under 

the theme of diversity and conflict resolution; we invited 5 schools which is, SES, 

SDN Sambi kerep 2, SD Muhamadiyah 15, SD Alfalah, Great Crystal (actually we 

also invited the MDC school but they couldn’t join) after all of the school have 

come, we started the mini conference, every participants in there have a lot of 

fun because they could met new people and they could try new experiences 

at The Mini Conference. In this mini conference we had some fun activities and 

also some other things to do. My favorite activity of the day was popping up the 

balloon, doing the hand printing and also the singing together for the last 

activity. The mini conference really has influenced me because I really could 

make new relationship with other people and I also have new experiences. 

 I think that learning about diversity is very important and it would be very 

useful also when we are getting older because by the time we are older, we will 

meet different people in our lives and we need to adjust in different kinds of 

situations so that we could be friends with them or having a business relationship. 

 

 

By: Sarah Verina (Diversity 6) 

I really like learning diversity, I really do!!!! 


